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Associate Professor Luke Bereznicki. Absent: Dr Ritam Prasad, Dr Paul McIntyre, Dr Paris Buttfield-Addison.

Smart phone app to help reduce
risk of stroke for Tasmanians
Prescribers want to offer the best possible
care to every patient, but it can be difficult to
keep abreast of every new development and
with an increased choice of new medications
comes a new range of clinical challenges.

Tasmanians suffer from a high prevalence of
cardiovascular disease for a range of reasons,
including lifestyle and socioeconomic
factors, but also because of the state’s olderthan-average population. Atrial fibrillation
(AF) is an important form of cardiovascular
disease from both clinical and economic
perspectives. It is the most commonly
occurring heart rhythm abnormality (or
‘arrhythmia ‘), currently estimated to affect
over 8,000 Tasmanians aged 55 or older.
By 2034, this figure is expected to rise
to almost 15,000 as the population ages.

For more information:
RHH Research Foundation
Ground Floor, 25 Argyle Street
Hobart 7000
Phone: (03) 6166 8088
Fax:
(03) 6166 7930
Email:
research@rhhresearchfoundation.org
www.rhhresearchfoundation.org
facebook.com/rhhresearchfoundationtas

We have therefore developed SMART-AF, a
decision support smartphone application
(‘app’) to support prescribers in the choice of
antithrombotic medication in people with AF.
Our grant has allowed our team of consultant
physicians and specialist pharmacists,
working with our app developers, to produce
an iPhone app to help prescribers choose
safe, effective therapy, in line with wellrecognised guidelines, based on individual
patients’ characteristics and preferences.
Making an iPhone ‘think’ like a clinician
has been an interesting challenge and
we’ve been through several rounds of
testing, but we’re almost ready to release
the final app to RHH clinicians as a pilot
study. If the pilot results prove positive,
we hope to release the app free-of-charge
to prescribers in the other Tasmanian
hospitals and GPs in the community.

AF is associated with increased rates of
hospitalisation and death, and is a major
risk factor for stroke. Approximately one in
five strokes are due to AF and people with
AF have more devastating strokes than other
people, so most people with AF require
long-term anti-clotting (antithrombotic)
therapy to reduce their risk of stroke. While
appropriate antithrombotic therapy can
reduce stroke risk by about two-thirds, it
also carries an increased risk of bleeding,
so the risks and benefits of therapy for
each person must be carefully considered.

Ultimately, by better educating and supporting
Tasmanian prescribers, we hope to promote
the best possible outcomes for people with
AF, and especially reduce the burden of
stroke on individuals and the community.

Recent years have seen the introduction
of new antithrombotic medications into
Australian clinical practice, as well as several
new international guidelines describing new,
improved ways of estimating benefit and risk.
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ceo welcome

We began 2015 in celebration
mode – the Foundation had
come of age as we marked
our eighteenth birthday! So
like all good emerging adults
(well maybe the occasional
few?), we thought it was time
to reflect and learn from the
past, while shaping the next
iteration of our strategic path.

SUMMER 2015
Q&A with Sue Bronstein,
Research Support &
Administration Coordinator at
the Research Foundation
1. Tell us a bit about yourself

Heather

Independent market research
was undertaken by our partners
at Myriad Research and
contact was made with a broad array of Foundation
supporters from across the state and beyond. While
some outcomes of this are detailed further in this
issue of Quest, we also worked with these when
undertaking a formal review of our strategic plan. As
a consequence of this, we sharpened our focus in
a range of key areas and also chose to review our
Foundation’s Vision and Mission.
While these statements are often simply reflected as
a piece of paper framed in a prominent position in the
office, our Board, Committees and team are inspired
to work with these as the shining lights on our far
horizon, guiding us in pursuit of our purpose. They
are simple statements, but they reflect our reason for
being and what we aim to bring to our community.
They guide us in all that we do – whether that might
be the research we select to fund or the manner
by which we generate the revenue required for
these investments. They are the most fundamental
statements about what we do, so I’m delighted to
share them with you.

Our Vision: Better health for Tasmanians through
research.
Our Mission: The RHH Research Foundation
facilitates and funds research of relevance to
Tasmanian health issues, by providing a vehicle for
the community to contribute to Tasmanian health
and medical research and by taking a leadership
role in setting research directions, strategies,
priorities and building capacity.
We’re proud of the work that we do and hope that
you will feel similarly inspired to join us by showing
your support over 2016 and beyond.
Wishing you and your family a wonderful Christmas
and a safe and happy new year.

I grew up and still reside in Hobart, having
always loved Tasmania’s unique lifestyle
and character. In my spare time, I love to
travel. A highlight was embarking with my
husband on a ‘grown-up’ gap year before
Sue Bronstein
taking advantage of a UK ancestry visa (via
my English grandmother) to re-locate to
London for several years. Living and working in such a dynamic and
culturally diverse city, and travelling at every opportunity, provided
many memorable and, at times, life-changing experiences.
2. You bring a wealth of experience to this new role, give us a brief
rundown on your past career
I obtained a law degree from the University of Tasmania (UTas),
and have more than twenty five years’ experience in the non-profit/
government/tertiary sectors, including expertise in mediation, project
management and grants administration, the latter most recently at
the Menzies Institute for Medical Research and UTas. Prior to joining
the RHH Research Foundation earlier this year, my most rewarding
career experience to date was successfully transitioning from Hobart
to London where I worked as an Adjudicator with the Financial
Ombudsman Service, the world’s largest ombudsman service.
3. W
 hat do you hope to achieve in your new role?
Since taking up my new role, I have become aware of the diverse range
of issues and challenges facing the non-profit sector in Tasmania.
I look forward to making a positive contribution to the work of the
Foundation, particularly in the administration of its research grants
program, and in supporting the CEO and the Board in developing
strong stakeholder relationships, to continue to build on the success
of the Foundation in the years to come.
4. What excites you about working for the Research Foundation?
I‘m excited to be working for such an inclusive, dynamic and growing
non-profit organisation which occupies a unique position in the
Tasmanian research community. I enjoy working with the small team
of talented and dedicated staff, and it is a privilege to be involved
with an organisation that strives to support and promote high quality
local health and medical research aimed at benefitting the health and
wellbeing of Tasmanians across the state.
5. What inspires you about medical research?
The RHH Research Foundation has supported a broad range of
research projects since its inception, ranging from jack jumper
research in its very first grant round in 1998, to the Foundation’s
inaugural Project Grant awarded in 2015 to support research into the
psychosocial determinants of treatment pathways, clinical outcomes
and costs in Tasmanians with advanced chronic kidney disease.
What particularly excites me is the uniqueness and diversity of the
research projects being supported by the Foundation, and their
focus on diseases and conditions directly relevant to the Tasmanian
community.
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Supporters enjoy
the race that stops
the nation

Alison Scandrett and
the Hon Elise Archer
pictured with our special
guest Tom Burlinson.

The Foundation
held its inaugural
Melbourne Cup Lunch at Drysdale
Restaurant on Tuesday 3 November.

Our special guest Tom
Burlinson entertains guests
with a Christmas carol.

The wonderful team from
Exit Left Productions with
their opening Christmas
song for our breakfast.

Guests enjoyed a delicious three course lunch with
refreshments courtesy of the inspiring hospitality students
and staff of Drysdale. The Fashions on the Field competition
proved very popular with entries for Best Male Fashion,
Best Female Fashion and Best Hat/Fascinator. Two big
screens showed all the action live from The Cup and our
race sweeps set the scene for an exciting day for all.

Guests enjoying the festive atmosphere of our 2015
Searson Buck Big December Breakfast.
Julie McGregor, Tania Hinden, Sonia
Lingbeek and CEO Heather Francis
enjoying all the excitement of the race
that stops the nation.

Guests enjoying a wonderful
3 course lunch courtesy
of the staff and students
at Drysdale.

The Man from Snowy River
heralds Christmas
Foundation supporters gathered on Wednesday 2 December
to celebrate the start of the festive season by attending our
Searson Buck Big December Breakfast at Wrest Point. Upon
arrival, guests were greeted with the wonderful sound of
the Tasmanian Chorale. Many would remember our special
guest as the Man from Snowy River, Australian actor and
entertainer, Tom Burlinson. The Exit Left Productions team
and Tom set the mood for Christmas by entertaining guests
with Christmas carols and Tom performed one of Sinatra’s
greatest hits. Our CEO Heather Francis and Tom also chatted
on stage, allowing guests to learn a little more about Tom’s
life. With a delicious breakfast and generous prize giveaways
and raffle, guests enjoyed a great morning of networking
amongst friends and work colleagues alike. Special thanks
to our ongoing venue partner Wrest Point, major sponsors
Searson Buck, DJ Motors and Audio Clinic Tasmania and all
our wonderful supporters who donated prizes on the day.

Our lovely female entrants for
Fashions on the Field.

Kate Pitcher modelling some fabulous garments
from the Salamanca Wool Shop.
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Please find below our exciting list of events planned for
2016. Proceeds from these events assist us in raising over
$600,000 each year to invest in local medical research.
In order to make these events a success we rely on our
wonderful supporters so thank you!

Myriad research story
In earlier editions of our QUEST newsletter this year, we highlighted
that we would undertake an independent market research study into
the views of our individual and corporate sponsors in order to help in
our review of the Foundation’s strategic direction.
Firstly, we would like to thank our many supporters who took the
opportunity to participate in this research, your time and thoughts
are very much appreciated, so we would also like to give you some
feedback about the purpose and subsequent use of this research.
For example, we discovered that most of our corporate supporters
first heard about us through word of mouth or through their
involvement or attendance at one of our events. This confirms the
impact of the Foundation’s long history of speaker-based events
which many would recall were successfully delivered as part of the
Business Breakfast Series over many years. In contrast, we found
that many of our individual supporters first heard about us through
our twice-annual raffle campaigns, while others decided to show
their support after they, or a family member, attended the hospital.
We were delighted to know that a small number of our supporters
(approximately 5%) have been supporting the Foundation for
eighteen years now, since it commenced in 1997, but the majority
have come on board since 2005, perhaps an anticipated sign of
the added profile that comes with maturity. We were very pleased
to note that amongst the main reasons stated for supporting the
Foundation, there was an overwhelming sense that this enables
important research to be funded, that the Foundation is a good local
charity worthy of support, and that through individual’s experiences
at the RHH, there was obviously considerable benefit flowing further
to the community.
When asked of specific activities or programs that sprang ‘top of
mind’ in association with the Foundation, many supporters named
our fundraising events - in particular our breakfasts and the annual
Easter Egg Hunt and Family Picnic Day. A key learning for us was
a discovery that only a few respondents highlighted our research
programs – clearly we need to spend more time conveying more
about these exciting local initiatives, something that we love to do!

calendar
of events 2016
MONTH

DAY/DATE

EVENT TITLE

February

Wednesday 10

Sponsor Networking Evening

March

Wednesday 9

International Women’s Day Breakfast

March

Good Friday 25

Easter Egg Hunt & Family Picnic Day

May

Wednesday 4

June

Friday 17

July

Wednesday 20

August

Sunday 14

EDGE! Abseil Wrest Point

September

Wednesday 7

Welcome Springtime Lunch

November

Tuesday 3

Melbourne Cup Lunch

December

Tuesday 6

Big December Breakfast

Celebration of Cycling –
Giro d’Italia Dinner
Research Excellence Dinner
Celebration of Cycling Tour de France Dinner

Whilst we have only covered off on a small sample of areas in our
market research, this has certainly highlighted a range of areas
that we can reflect upon and enhance when pursuing our strategic
directions over coming times.
We look forward to sharing more of this research and what it means
for the Foundation in future editions of QUEST.

Mega Raffle winner
Congratulations to our Mega Raffle winner Judy Fazackerley, who
won a brand new Mazda CX-3 courtesy of our Platinum Partner DJ
Motors. We hope you have many years of driving pleasures in your
new Mazda Judy! Thank you to all our supporters who buy tickets in
our mega raffle. We certainly appreciate your ongoing support.
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Ramon Badcock and James Johns from DJ Motors
pictured with our lucky winner Judy Fazackerley.

